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speedzone®, an innovative and high-performance module in the 
speedlab® methodology and concept. speedzone is a sophisticated  
training system for improving reactions, coordination, strength, endurance 
and cognitive skills. Trainingcourts are available in various sizes. Special 
sizes are  easily installed on request by means of the Court Designer. 
Target fields are customizable individually and sport specific. 
 
speedzone® is based on a high tech 2D laser scanner, which measures 
the subject’s position and movement above the training ground with a 
„laser-carpet / laser-cone“. 
Contrary to other systems, which use contact plates for motion detection, 
the innovative speedzone system does not require any contact plates or 
cables directly to the training court. 
An additional 3D CAMERA UNIT is available as an option to monitor the 
athletic exercises incl. the software module. 
With the speedzone, all target fields and shapes (e.g. ladder) on the 
training surface can be either taped or drawn / sprayed in color. 
 
This amounts to numerous advantages, for instance: 
- virtually all existing surfaces at the customer’s facilities can be used, 
  e.g. sprung floor made of wood, PVC, linoleum, tennis courts, sand 
  courts, sports floors, tartan tracks, artificial grass, natural grass / pitches, 
  and even ice rinks / fields. 
- speedzone can be perfectly combined with 3D force plates incorporated 
  in biomechanics labs, so the force plate represents the “center of the 
  court” for measuring Fz, Fy and Fx forces and motion capture data in 
  combination with other distance and time related parameters of 
  speedzone also during accelerations and landings. 
- speedzone does not have tangible training court components, 
  and therefore aligns with the rest of the even grounded training surface  
- speedzone is placed against the wall and therefore only requires an area 
  of around 1m2 , while the rest of the area can be used for other exercises 
  and activities 
- one speedzone tower can be used in front of two different training 
  courts (for instance: small for children and large for athletes) which can 
  be used alternately next to each other  
- the court markings can be expanded in shape and size without high 
  expenses or efforts by the customer himself 
- the speedzone tower can be dismounted within 1 hour and rebuilt in a 
  new constellation with new target fields at a different location within  
  approx. 2 – 3 hours. Therefore, the system is near to mobile. 
- speedzone can measure distances e.g. for standing long jump 
 
speedzone® and speedlab® are new innovative and high-tech concepts, 
which focus on the improvement of competitive performance of athletes.  
This is a modern training system, which is specialized to various speed 
and health oriented training, which improves the cognitive perception, 
decreasing the reaction time and to increase explosiveness. 
 
The technology is based on methods derived from the fields of sports 
science. 
speedlab® and the component speedzone® are not just high-tech 
measurement systems. Equipped with high quality training machines and 
the speedlab® training methods, the speedlab® technology can be the 
central element of a modern, high-end sport facility for athletes and 
coaches. 
With the help of a PC and a data base, the speedlab® component 
speedzone® offers the possibility of short- and long-term analysis, and 
enables training on all performance levels, from youth all the way to  
professionals. 
When fractions of seconds determine success or medals, agility, speed 
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and cognitive skills can’t be left to chance. 
 
speedlab® includes the most modern and high performance devices, as 
well as methods, tests, analysis, training programs and know- how from 
experts for planning, equipping and implementation of concepts. 
Possible hardware-modules and equipment for the speedlab® concept 
can be: speedzone® (training court tower based on laser), pulsar® 3p 
h/p/cosmos high-performance treadmills, comet® 3p sprint trainer with 
150 m rope for running support or resistance on a 100 m running track, 
SpeedTrack® light barrier timer system, etc. 
This article Nr. cos103455_50-70 includes explicitly the module 
speedzone® and no other components and/or services. 
Other systems (for instance 3D camera for motion capturing, treadmills, 
sprint trainer, floor protection matts, SpeedTrack, etc.), services and 
software must be ordered separately. 
speedlab® helps you find talented athletes in your area and to not just 
motivate coaches and athletes, but to amaze them. 
 
order number: cos103455_50-70 
model name:  speedzone® 

 

 

speedzone® Tower 
incl. 49” screen 

 

training court dimensions 
variable: max. 25 m (984”) x 25 m (984”) 
 
tower / floor plate: 
tower: W: 370 mm (14.56”) x D: 300 mm (11.81”) x 
 H: 2300 mm (90.55”) 
floor plate: W: 720 mm (28.34”) x D: 720 mm (28.34”) x 
 H: 25 mm (0.98”) 
weight: approx. 90 kg (198 lbs) 
tower color: RAL 9010 pure white 
 

scanner: 2D-LiDAR-Sensor (laser imaging detection and ranging) 

version: mid range 
variant: PRO 
application area: indoor 
resolution: high resolution 
light source: infrared (905 mm) 
laser class: 1 (IEC 60825-1:2014 
 EN 60825-1:2014) 
aperture: 190° 
scanner frequency: 25 Hz, 35 Hz, 50 Hz, 75 Hz, 100 Hz 
angular resolution: 0.167°/ 0.25° / 0.333°/ 0.5° / 0.667° / 1° 
operational range: 0.7 ... 80 m 
spot size: 4.7 mrad 
monitored echoes: 5 
fog correction: no 
response time: >/=10 ms 
detectable 
shape of objects: almost arbitrary 
number of fields:  10 fields 
protection:  P 65 (IEC 60529) 
protection class:  III 
data transfer rate: (Ethernet): 19/100 Mbits/s 
 (serial, RS-232, RS-422) 
 9600 ... 500.000 baud rate 
 

display: 49” 
 

computer: 
IntelNUC 
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wireless LAN: no 
LAN yes 
 

tablet: 15” 
touchscreen: LED 

 
SOFTWARE 
 
User management 
- create new users (persons/subjects) and user groups (teams) 
- team management 
 
Court Calibration Tool 
- automated “learning” of the TrainingCourt during new installation of the 
  speedzone TrainingCourt 
 
 
Field Calibration Tool 
- automated learning of individual training fields in order to specialize 
  training for sport specific requirements of the coach 
 
Training package 
- selection of predefined speedzone single- training, as well as creating 
  new training programs; create workouts from field runs, speed ladder 
  runs 
 
Dashboard-Features 
- overview in the form of a spider- diagram to visualize the emphasis of 
  training units, divided into athletic skills 
- skill tree with weighted training 
- skills saved and comparison 
- “global ranking” of all athletes 
- team ranking per team and training 
- alteration function password 
 
Evaluation Tool 
- evaluation of single training and workouts 
- display of single trainings 
- evaluation of the individual single trainings 
- comparison of different training units of the same category 
- individual evaluation to analyze the course of motion within a training 
- display workouts: 
- evaluation of individual workouts 
- comparison of different workouts 
- individual evaluation to analyze the course of motion within a training 
 
Team Evaluation 
- created trainings are selectable 
- display of the different acquired data (speed, reaction time, distance, 
  duration of training), respective to the team members. 
 
Field Detail 
- selection of targeted fields for analysis of acquired data (speed, reaction 
  time, distance, duration of training) 
- evaluation duration of field- change time (IN / OUT check) 
- evaluation of speed between selected fields 
- display of distance between selected fields coach board – coach tool 
  bar 
- user management and display of all users, as well as processing of the 
  user specific data 
- creating new users 
- edit existing users 
- display of search of created users 
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- workout designer to create individual user workout sessions for 
  individual people and teams 
- creating individual workouts from the areas RUNS, LADDER RUNS and 
  EXERCISES 
- management of user groups or teams 
- creating, editing and deleting user groups or teams 
- duplicating teams and adding additional teams 
- shut down system via toolbar  
- court calibration 
 
Court Calibration Tool 
- partly automated learning of the designated training surface 
- calibration of the integrated sensor units 
 
speedzone Tool Box 
speedzone court designer 
determine individual court sizes 
- minimum court size: 1m (39”)x 1m (39”) 
- maximum court size 25 m (984”) x 25 m (984”) 
- different field shapes 
- predefined field shapes 
- special shapes programmable upon request 
- target fields can be defined freely by entering the position data 
- individual size adaption of the target fields 
 
speedzone UIDesigner 
- changing the color as per customer preference 
- changing the background LIGHT / DARK 
- button color selectable from 19 different colors 
- accent colors selectable from 16 different colors 
 
 
power supply: voltage 110 … 240V AC 50 Hz / Amp fuse 
 Please take your country’s specifications into consideration! 
 

safety standard:  
classification: sports and fitness device; not for medical,  
 not for therapeutic applications 

degree of protection: appliance class I   / IP 20 
earth leakage current:< 1.5 mA 
 
dimensions: 
width: 1105 mm (43.52”) 
height: 2300 mm (90.55”) 
depth: 750 mm (29.52”) 
net weight: approx. 90 kg (198 lbs) 
 
packaging Germany: EURO pallet with bubble wrap 
packaging export: pallet with cardboard hood [cos10085-01] 
 W: 2300 mm (90.55”) x D: 1090 mm (42.91”) x 
 H: 900 mm (35.42”) 
 total weight approx. 160 kg (352 lbs) 
 
Made in Germany. 
warranty: 12 months 

 
speedzone®, speedlab®, SpeedTrack®, pulsar®, comet® as well as h/p/cosmos® 
are registered trademarks licensed for h/p/cosmos sports & medical gmbh 
 
Subjects to changes. 
Warning! installation, operation, instruction, service and reparations are only to be 
done by h/p/cosmos trained staff. 

 
speedzone® … ahead of time®! 
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